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1. ARCHITEX
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Cane is one of three patterns in the Architex PureTech Plus+ line of performance fabrics that

now also provides the protection of a moisture barrier backing. It is a bold, yet warmly

textured graphic that brings visual interest without overwhelming the eye. All patterns are

stain resistant, antimicrobial and can be cleaned simply with water, not to mention are Oeko-

Tex 100 certified as well as Proposition 65 compliant.

architex-ljh.com

2. SAMUELSON
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Sound by Samuelson is a patented Bluetooth technology that can be embedded directly into

the brand’s seating, such as the Sedona chair featured here. This makes the chair itself the

speaker, providing a very private and therapeutic sound immersion experience for long-term

and memory care settings. It is entirely controlled by phone, tablet, or TV, avoiding any

exposed wires, hole cuts for speakers and volume knobs or buttons and eliminates the

universal problem of invasive earbuds.

samuelsonfurniture.com

3. STEELCASE HEALTH

https://openlightbox/
http://samuelsonfurniture.com/
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Steelcase has once again partnered with West Elm to create the West Elm Health Collection.

The line takes their iconic workplace furniture and modifies it to fit this market with

clinically appropriate features like recline, metal legs, crumb sweep and high-performance

fabrics. It’s comprised of Slope, Sterling, Mesa and Lucas, all versatile seating options that

can work anywhere from telemed pods to clinician respite rooms.

steelcase.com

4. STANCE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

https://openlightbox/
http://steelcase.com/
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Flo seating now features upholstered seats and back pads for an even higher level of comfort

and style. Wrapped in healthcaregrade fabrics, the pads can be coordinated with any of the

six color finishes of the seats themselves and come in a variety of graded-in Cryptons and

vinyls from any of Stance’s fabric partners. The seat’s rounded corners and edges achieve

increased safety. The collection also features a table with a laminate surface and pick-proof

molded polyurethane edges.

stancebh.com

5. HAMMERTON STUDIO
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Amongst Hammerton Studio’s numerous 2023 releases is the high-performing Avenue

outdoor sconce. The offering features crisp architectural lines with a peek-a-boo glass detail

underneath any of three different AAMA 2604 powder coat finish options for UV and

corrosion resistance. Both the 18 in. and 26 in. models are ADA and IDA Dark Sky compliant,

crafted from aluminum with a marine grade pre-treatment.

studio.hammerton.com

https://openlightbox/
http://stancebh.com/
https://openlightbox/
http://studio.hammerton.com/
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6. OM SEATING

https://openlightbox/
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Stark. Clinical. Unfriendly. No more. Plot Twist has significantly warmed up the doctor’s

office. This mobile, swiveling pouf marries comfort to function with its sit-stand/height

adjustable tablet arm that orbits around the seat for ambidextrous use. Designers Chris and

Jon Panichella of Achella Design also added an optional backrest and self-retracting nautical

rope handle. Choose from a skid base or optional casters.

omseating.com

7. INDIANA FURNITURE

https://openlightbox/
http://omseating.com/
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Gleem+ is a healthcare-focused seating line, hot off the presses. Launched in January, it

builds off the original Gleem line by adding an array of high occupancy and bariatric models

that can accommodate a diverse range of users. It also includes a range of ganging and

freestanding tables. Optional back styles and arm caps can be paired with graded-in and

contract upholstery and/or wood finishes to achieve a uniquely customized look.

indianafurniture.com

8. ECOSUPPLY
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Tekstur panels can add a not just decorative but also protective element to any space.

Antimicrobial and unsusceptible to staining, they are constructed from paper composite

materials made of various percentages of recycled/renewable materials and eco-friendly

resins. There are also NSF, FSC certified and Green-guard certified options. Apply to walls,

furniture and millwork or use them to build a solid or screened privacy partition.

ecosupplycenter.com

9. SKY FACTORY

http://ecosupplycenter.com/
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Revelation SkyCeilings feature larger modular image panels (up to 4 ft. × 6 ft.). Previously

published research in the Health Environments Research and Design Journal says that

illusions of nature can decrease acute stress by more than 53%. They can also dissipate

https://openlightbox/
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feelings of claustrophobia in more enclosed exam rooms as featured. Choose from a variety of

images as well as either the standard EcoPlus LED lighting system or the low-profile EcoSlim

system (each requiring a different vertical clearance.)

skyfactory.com

10. LEVITON
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WavePort disinfecting technology is now available embedded into Certolux MSUDFX

luminaires and does not sacrifice the quality of visible light in places where it’s needed most,

such as surgical suites, operating rooms and lab settings. It provides a controlled amount of

UVA light to reduce bacteria on surfaces and is suitable for 24-hour human exposure.

leviton.com

11. BRENTANO
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Interval is a chunky abstract with a handmade

feel that creates a warmth and comfort vital to

healthcare settings. It’s woven with 52 percent

post-consumer recycled polyester and a 100%

solution-dyed nylon warp. The fabric is also

bleach cleanable with Alta finishing and acrylic

backing. Abrasion resistance is at 100,000 double

rubs on Wyzenbeek and Cotton Duck. Choose

from nine different color combinations.

brentanofabrics.com

12. ARTAIC

https://openlightbox/
http://brentanofabrics.com/
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Oasis is a new addition to The Flourish Collection of mosaic tiles that explore the shapes and

colors of botanicals. This pattern brings the beauty of nature and abstract watercolor art to

healthcare spaces, achieving a calming effect for both patients and staff alike. Six color

options are available and customizable (as is tile material and the design) through Artaic’s

robotic technology. It comes in 3/8 in. vitreous glass tiles.

artaic.com

13. HAT COLLECTIVE

https://openlightbox/
http://artaic.com/
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The Tango Cart is the perfect dance partner for today’s healthcare providers. Two models

come non-powered (Tango Cart with Keyboard Tray and Tango Cart Laptop) and the third

with 450 watts of power and lithium iron phosphate battery usage up to 13 hours (Tango Cart

with Keyboard Tray and Monitor Mount). A generous worksurface of 20 in. W õ 12 in. D is

provided with the ability to add baskets or bins, a universal CPU holder and a track for

integrated cable management.

hatcollective.com

14. ALLSEATING

https://openlightbox/
http://hatcollective.com/
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The Rühe collection, designed by principal of Studio3 Mike Shields, is meant to evoke a

feeling of home and comfort for its namesake—the word meaning "rest" in German. Options

abound with guest, patient and lounge seating with lots of arm and leg variations, all based

off a light, thin profile frame of 14-gauge steel to support up to 400 pounds (on most

models.) Table offerings are also included.

allseating.com

15. MANNINGTON

https://openlightbox/
http://allseating.com/
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Open Range is a plank format rubber flooring in 12 warm, neutral tones that remind the eye

of organic elements such as marble’s veining and the grain of various woods. Made of

Mannington’s thermoset rubber "recipe," the line achieves not just slip resistance but is also

one that resists indentation, cracking and scratches due to low clay and high pigment

content. Thermoset rubber also provides better acoustics and greater comfort underfoot with

low maintenance requirements.

manningtoncommercial.com

16. VISA LIGHTING

https://openlightbox/
http://manningtoncommercial.com/
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The Sole lighted mirror for behavioral health applications features impactresistant mirrored

polycarbonate and tamper-proof hardware. Its sources are minimum 90 CRI standard with

an optional amber LED night light. Choose from a rectangular (20 in. W × 30 in. H and 3 ⅝

in. recessed depth) or oval model (23 ⅞ in. W × 33 ⅞ in. H and 3 ¾ in. recessed depth) with

an optional antimicrobial coating on the frame that contains no VOCs.

visalighting.com

 

 

http://visalighting.com/

